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The pressures on people in Abu Dis  - as 

elsewhere in Palestine – continued this 

month, both the human rights violations 

that have become routine - movement 

restrictions, separation from family mem-

bers, economic and environmental prob-

lems – and more violent incidents.   

 

Every month, violence from the Israeli 

army leaves a number of boys (usually) 

injured, families including those with babies suffering from tear gas, and sees a number of people 

violently arrested or returned home suffering from their time in jail and their families suffering from 

fines of thousands of shekels. 

 

The turbulent and often violent context across the 

West Bank continued and in Gaza, from the end of 

March 2017 onwards there were huge peaceful 

demonstrations by the border known as the Great 

Return March. The Israeli army’s response was to 

position snipers next to the border and shoot: the 

government was quite clear that the soldiers were 

given permission to fire. The results were horrific. 

Thirty- three people were shot dead in Gaza in April 

including five children; another three people were killed in the West Bank, one of them near Mishor 

Adumim next to Abu Dis. 

This month, 520 people were arrested in the West Bank, Jerusalem and Gaza Strip, including 45 un-

der 18. 
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The Israeli authorities continued their push to settle the West Bank with Israeli settlers. This month, 

they confiscated 72 donums of land belonging to Al Khader village (south of Jerusalem) and gave 

permission for a new 1,600 settlement units. 

 

In Abu Dis, this month: 
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